“You decide to do something, perform one small action, and suddenly it’s a tide, the momentum is going, and there’s no possibility of turning back. Somehow, even though you thought you foresaw all that would happen, you didn’t know the pace would pick up so.” Amanda Cross, American Writer
FERRY FROM OLD TOWN ALEXANDRIA TO NATIONAL HARBOR...

ABOVE, L to R: Bettye Riddle Smith/CC-3/NSATL; Dorothy Gomolak Nouhan/MOT; Anne Wagner Clayton/CCC-1; Clarice Ernst Lancaster/FLL; Brenda Heistad Jackson/CCC-2; Marge McCray Robertson/CLT

AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM AT DULLES

ABOVE, L to R: PBI Chapter members—Pat Havey, Caroline Ingram Fine and Mary Ann Kline Abercrombie

RIGHT, L to R:
Lorrie Washburn Fantino/ORD; Ruth Kuh Metzler/ORD and Eileen Dolan Spencer/CCC-5

LEFT, L to R:
Janice Wilgus Henry/FGC; Bev Bennis/PBI (with granddaughter Mary), Lois Jirischel Morton/CTC with Shawn Donley Mills/FGC, Barbara Bodge Bukata/FGC, Cathy Hornyak Lawrence/CCC-2 and Martha Hill Schlick/ATL/NSATL
LEFT: Kathy Hornyak Lawrence/CCC-2

RECEPTION AT DCA TERMINAL EAL TICKET COUNTER

MS. SILVERLINER CONTEST

RIGHT—DCA CHAPTER: L to R: Pamm Hayter; Kathy Froemming, Helen Tidow Lieding, Rita Costello, Merle Johnson Matthews and Betsey Johnson Duce

LEFT—SAN CHAPTER version of Blue Man—aka—Eleanor Johnson Skipsey

“GROUNDED SKY BUNNIES” - BELOW, L to R: Brenda Heistad Jackson/CCC-2; Jackie Ouellette Knighton/CCC-1, Kathy Richards Laper/MOT; Kathy Hornyak Lawrence/CCC-2, Carol Langhram McCormick/CCC-5 and Jeanne Fitzgerald Smith/

ABOVE, L to R: FGC CHAPTER—MS SILVERLINER CONTEST WINNER L TO R: Conni Leaf Kerrigan (aka Hillary Clinton); Adrienne Collier Love (aka Michelle Obama); Barbara Smith Reed (aka Wilma Fingerdoo); Barbara Bodge Bukata, Janice Wilges Henry, Trish Littlefield Schwarzkopf and Shawn Dunley Mills as the dynamic Air “Farce” One stewardess team.
HOSPITALITY SUITE—THE PLACE TO MEET

RIGHT, L to R:
Claudia Tangye Van Veen/DCA; Carol Langhunam McCormick/CCC-5; Lorrie Washburn Fantino/ORD; Judy Bunch Wolfson/CCC-5; Ruth Kuh Metzler/ORD and Annie Creed Pierce/CCC-2

LEFT, L to R: Judy Cabral Stewart/ATL/NSATL; Martha Hill Schlick/ATL/NSATL; Barbara Smith Reed/FGC and Kathy Hornyak Lawrence/CCC-2

BELOW, L to R: Merle Johnson Matthews/DCA; Becky Critchlow Dolman/CCC-5 and Carol Whitney/CCC-4

LEFT, L to R: Dorothy Gomolak Nouhan/MOT; Merle Johnson Matthews/DCA; Ruth Kuh Metzler/ORD, Claudia Tangye Van Veen/DCA and Jeanne Fitzgerald Smith/ATL/NSATL.

LEFT, CCC Members Lois Roberts Larson/CCC-3 and Bev Richelson Brennan/CCC-3 enjoying the company and conversations

ABOVE, L to R: Paulette Wood Riceman/DCA; Marge McCray Robertson/CLT; Martha Hill Schlick/ATL/NSATL; Judy Cabral Stewart/ATL/NSATL and Mary Wallace/DCA
2014 CONVENTION DINNER AND GALA—60TH ANNIVERSARY EDITION

BELOW, L to R: Kathy Richards Laper/MOT; Rose Murphy Cuthill/SAN; Lynn Lentz Moscou/CCC-4 and Eileen Ashley Chittick/CCC-1

ABOVE, L to R: Lois Jirschele Morton/CTC; Bettye Riddle Smith/CCC-3/NSATL; Jackie Ouellette Knighton, CCC-1; Madge Humphrey/Kelly McGoorty/MOT and Jacqueline Carr/CCC-5

RIGHT, L to R: Donna Smith Ericson/MOT, Lexy Giles Marks/CCC-4; Kathy Horzynak Lawrence/CCC-2; Barbara Budge Bukata/FGC; Janet Cahill Crispo/CCC-5 and Lois Ballor Coen/DCA

BELOW, L to R: Barbara Ball Bailey/VIL; Merrill Amners Oberg/VIL; Drue Sims Veydt/VIL; Marge McCray Robertson/CLT; Marge Molitoris Gresham/CLT; Paulette Wood Riceman/DCA; Lois Roberts Larson/CCC-4; Lois Wira Ohberg/CCC-5; Terry Stoyanovich Kneece/CTC and Anne Wagner Clayton/CCC-1

BELOW, L to R: 1st Silverliner President—Jeanne Fitzgerald Smith/ATL/NSATL; 2nd Silverliner President—Bev Bridgers Bennis/PBI, Current Silverliner President—Patty Bennis McLean/PBI; SAN Chapter Member, Lorna Beers Reed

LEFT: Pamm Hayter/DCA, Kathy Paley Starmann/DCA and Eleanor Johnson Skipsey/SAN

LIVE AUCTION—SILENT AUCTION - AWARDS AND INSTALLATION...

The many faces of our Awards Guru...Shawn Dunley Mills/FGC

And a very special thank you to the Nation’s Capital Chapter for hosting the 2014 60th Anniversary Convention...with special thanks to Claudia Tangye Van Veen and Kathy Paley Starmann for all their time, work, talent and efforts on our behalf...

AWARD TO TOM FOSTER OF FOSTER WEBSITE FOR HOSTING THE SILVERLINER WEBSITE

Patty Bennis McLean, Tom Foster, Conni Leaf Kerrigan (Tom’s Mom)
WE HONOR

Our Founders
Carol Montell Harlin, Doris Coughlin Self, Claire Ward Westhafer

Our International Presidents
Jeanne Fitzgerald Smith  Lois Jirschele Morton
Beverly Bridgers Bennis  Merrill Annors Oberg
Fay Wolfenbarger Flinchum  Willie Podesta Young
JoAnn Kingsley Egan  Claudia Tangye Van Veen
Billie Gillom Schaffer  Margo Hall Salyer
Judy Lockwood Parker  Conni Leaf Kerrigan
Dorothy Gomolak Nouhan  Kristin Karg Ericson
Eleanor Johnson Skipsey  Marge McCray Robertson
Audrey Thieme Feller  Patricia Bennis McLean

Our Hole in the Wall Gang Camp Woman
Lois Jirschele Morton

Our Fantasy Flight to the North Pole Woman
Dee Dee Bournemann Skoug